
Cookie information 
 

You are currently browsing the home page of the Aeroplex Central Europe Ltd (hereinafter "Aeroplex" 

or "we") website (aeroplex.com). We use Cookies on our websites. 

Cookie definition: when you visit our websites, we place a small text file, called a cookie (hereafter 

referred to as a cookie), on your computer for a variety of purposes. 

Purpose of Cookies: some Cookies are essential for the proper functioning of the website (session 

Cookies), others are used to make the website more convenient to use. The purpose of these Cookies 

is to facilitate the navigation of the site and thus the use of the website by recording the visitor's 

preferences and usage patterns. 

Types of Cookies: functional and statistical Cookies are used. These are Cookies that are essential to 

the operation of the site and are used to support sessions, to identify individual user sessions and to 

make our websites more convenient to use. 

Duration of Cookies storage: some of the Cookies we use are temporary and disappear when you 

close the browser, these are Session Cookies. Cookies that are stored for a limited period of time are 

stored on your computer for the duration indicated in the table, partly for statistical purposes and 

partly so that you do not have to re-accept our cookie information each time you view them or 

regularly adjust your browsing language, for example. 

Source of Cookies: we also use third-party Cookies - these are Cookies from a domain other than the 

domain of the website you are visiting. 

Enable or disable functional Cookies: browsers allow you to change Cookie settings. Some browsers 

automatically accept Cookies by default, but this setting can be changed to prevent the user from 

automatically accepting Cookies in the future. If you change this setting, the browser will offer you 

the option to set Cookies each time you change it. If cookies are disabled, however, we cannot 

guarantee that the visitor will be able to use all the functions of the website to their full extent. The 

website may then function differently than intended in the browser. This choice may also be disabled 

by ad-blockers. 

Google Analytics Cookies: if you wish to disable Google Analytics cookies, you can do so at any 

time by visiting http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout. 

Cookies 

Name Purpose Type essential 
Duration 
of data 
storage 

Source 

moove_gdpr_popup 
whether the user has accepted the use of 
cookies functional yes session 

Moove 
Agency  

_GRECAPTCHA Spam protection functional yes session Google 

_ga 

The _ga cookie is used to distinguish 
between individual users (or more 
precisely between individual browsers). It 
can be used to compile long-term 
statistics about the visits of users to the 
website. functional no 2 years Google 

https://www.mooveagency.com/wordpress-plugins/gdpr-cookie-compliance/
https://www.mooveagency.com/wordpress-plugins/gdpr-cookie-compliance/


_ga_<container-id> 

Storing analytical data about how our 
visitors use our website. statistical no 

2 years 

Google 

_gid 24 hours 

_gat 2 years 

__utma 

Used to distinguish between users and 
sessions. It provides information about 
whether the User has visited the website 
before, so that it can be determined who 
is a new visitor to the website. 

statistical no 

2 years 

Google 

__utmt 
Google Analytics is used to measure the 
frequency of queries. 1 day 

__utmb 

Cookie to define new sessions / visits. 

1 day 

__utmc session 

__utmz 
Google Analytics is used to measure the 
source of the visit. 6 months 

_gac Campaign related information statistical no 24 hours Google 

PHPSESSID 
It stores the status of the user's session 
and does not contain any personal data. functional no session PHP 

wp_lang 
Cookie that stores the language setting of 
the page. functional yes session WordPress 

pll_language 

Stores the language setting of the page. 
The next time the user returns to the site, 
the language they prefer will be active. functional no 1 year 

Polylang 

 

https://polylang.pro/

